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1. Introduction 

1.2 Tuning objectives 

The objective of tuning databases is to get the work done more quickly through fewer and less 

expensive ADABAS calls. If the amount of work the database has to do to complete application 

processing is reduced, this will increase efficiency by: 

• enabling higher throughput, and 

• reducing the load on the hardware, thus deferring the need for hardware upgrades. 

By identifying the type of calls that the application is sending to the database, application tuning 

effort can be appropriately directed to get the biggest return. 

Through its traces and ‘long commands’ query, ADASIGHT identifies: 

• which NATURAL programs are sending what ADABAS calls to the database, and 

• which NATURAL programs are sending the most expensive calls. 

2. Traces 

2.1 Overview 

The cost of ADABAS issuing a call is the most expensive call, so the first step is to identify what 

NATURAL programs are issuing the most calls by: 

1. Observation of traffic in the Recent commands display 

See Traces > Preset traces > Recent commands. Do this a few times in busy periods and note 

the NATURAL libraries and programs that appear in the display most often. These are the 

ones to look at first. 

2. Analysis of ADASIGHT summary statistics 

The sample program SUMPGMS will produce a list of NATURAL programs in decreasing order 

in terms of calls and database I/O. The programs at the top of the list are the ones to look at 

first. 

3. Observation of calls in the Long commands display 

see Traces > Preset traces > Long commands. You should adjust the threshold using Traces > 

Preset traces > Set long cmd threshold higher and lower until the Long commands display 

shows only the most expensive commands over a reasonable period, say two hours. 

The application development team can focus initial efforts on these performance analysis results 

while more detailed analyses can be undertaken with ADASIGHT preset traces and ad-hoc traces. 
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2.2. Preset traces 

ADASIGHT includes three preset traces: long commands, recent commands and error commands. 

Long commands 

Long commands that take longer than the average elapsed time to execute may be worth 

investigating for use of an inefficient descriptor. Quite often a well-designed superdescriptor can 

reduce the cost of a FIND by a factor of ten or even a hundred. If these problem commands are only 

executed once a week, then there is no problem. But if these commands are executed 10 times a 

second, then a database will be struggling under an unnecessarily large load, creating cascading 

inefficiencies. 

Note that the “Set long cmd threshold” function just above “Long commands” allows the threshold 

for calls to be classified as “long” to be adjusted. 

 

Recent commands 

Recent commands provide a view of what is happening right now from all applications, enabling 

identification of NATURAL programs that issue too many L1’s, possibly indicating they are reading 

the whole file to get one or two records, or their transactions are too short. Inspection of traffic as it 

happens can be useful for spotting many things. 

Error commands 

It is reasonable to expect error rates to be low except when hardware failures occur, so an error 

trace of the default 1,000 ADABAS commands should cover an extended period of time. It is worth 

checking this trace once a day during the initial performance analysis effort to see if programs are 

getting unexpected errors, for example, due to poor arithmetic structure. Whatever the cause, if 

they happen often at all, they should be investigated. 
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2.3. Ad-hoc traces 

Ad-hoc traces are any traces that can be created as required.  

  

 

These are created using the range of selection criteria in the Traces>Add trace function. 
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Available search criteria 

• File number – any specific ADABAS file number in the target database 

• Errors? – whether to select calls that have or have not ended in error. If blank, select 

all calls 

• Duration threshold – this allows the user to specify a value for the minimum 

duration to be included in the trace. If the call takes longer than this period, then it is a 

candidate. The value is in seconds and microseconds, separated by a decimal point, for 

example 0.0005 means 0 seconds, 500 microseconds 

• NATURAL program – a * wildcard can be used, e.g. PG8* will select all programs with 

names starting with “PG8” 

• NATURAL library – as with programs, a * wildcard can be used 

• NATURAL userid – again, * can be used 

• ADABAS calls - Up to five two-character ADABAS command codes can be entered, 

and again, wild cards can be used, so “L*” could be used to specify all READ calls. 

2.4. Traces for expensive commands 

Consider setting up two traces to capture a range of expensive commands. For example, in a test 

system, two traces were set up with duration set to 0.01 and 0.1 seconds. Within a few minutes the 

first trace filled the buffer of 1000 records, but the second buffer had only two – but they were ETs, 

not read or update commands. 

Traces to gradually reduce the threshold to 0.05, then to 0.03 were then tried. At 0.03 records 

showed L3 commands (five times more expensive than the average) being generated from a 

particular program, thus identifying that program as a priority for investigation.  

3. Current session 

3.1. Overview 

File and thread commands are two related functions available in the Current ADABAS session to 

facilitate identification of file usage, and the User Activity feature provides information on usage and 

resources. 

3.2. File and thread commands 

These are two related functions which display total calls since the start of the current ADABAS 

session, summarised either by ADABAS file, or by ADABAS thread. 

The File commands allows you to see which ADABAS files are the most heavily used, and therefore 

which might benefit from tuning the applications that use them. 

In days gone by this could identify candidates for moving to less heavily used disks, or for placing 

closer to the start of a disk, but this approach is usually obsolete now, given widespread use of RAID 

and massive caching. 
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Thread commands should show calls roughly evenly distributed between ADABAS threads. If the 

database has only a very small number of threads, then this might indicate an opportunity to 

increase the number of threads in the database. 

 

  

 

 

3.3. User activity 

ADASIGHT provides functions “List users”, “Display user detail” and “Find users of a file”. All the 

information available here is also available via the ADABAS adaopr utility – but in ADASIGHT it is 

available anywhere in the corporate network, it is not limited to users with shell access to the 

database server. 

List users will show you all current users in a display with PID as the key as shown below. 
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Clicking on the PID link for a user will display details for that user. For example, in the above list, I 

clicked on PID 4353500 for user ATEST4: 
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This shows the following information: 

• The application the user is running - in this case ASIDEV 

• The NATURAL program being executed at the time of the display – in this case SLAVE 

• The number of commands issued by this user during this NATURAL session – in this 

case 3,597. By noting which users appear more often in this list and with higher command 

counts, heavy users can be identified. 

• How long the session has been running – if the session has been running for a long 

time and is still active, does that mean it is running long batch jobs that warrant 

investigation? 

• Thread time in seconds – another indication of the resources this user might be 

consuming 

• File access and hold queue details – repeated displays will show if many records are 

being held. 

 

4. DBA functions 

4.1. Stop ADABAS users 

This is another function that is available via the ADABAS adaopr utility, but with ADASIGHT it is a lot 

easier to issue the command. There is no need to remember the syntax for the adaopr stop 

command. Instead, enter ADABAS internal userids, available from the ADASIGHT List users display. 

Note that this function is restricted to ADASIGHT DBA users. 
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5. Display exit status 
Exist status is used to verify that all ADASIGHT exists are still active. 

 

  

 

6. Summary statistics 

6.1. Collection 

ADASIGHT statistics collection is enabled by setting the ADASIGHT environment variable parameter 

ASIX_SUMMFNR to the ADABAS file number containing the ADASIGHT summary statistics FDT. If set 

to -1, statistics are not collected. 

6.2. Analysis 

Sample summary statistics NATURAL programs provided with ADASIGHT provide a quick and easy 

way to see which applications and programs and users are the most expensive in terms of ADABAS 

calls issued. Here is an example from our test system: 
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 Note that this is not a realistic display, in that all calls are issued by a load test facility, but it serves 

to illustrate that here the SLAVE program is clearly the heaviest user and should be investigated. 

 

6.3. Raw data 

The SUMSTATS program supplied with ADASIGHT can be used to browse the raw data. The ASI-

SUMMARY DDM supplied with ADASIGHT together with the sample SUMSTATS program make it 

easy to produce customised analyses of the succinct but comprehensive set of raw data generated 

by ADASIGHT. 

 

 

 

 


